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Oscar Niemeyer’s works in Pampulha, in 1940, were the grounds 
for the occupation of this area, which would only be consolidated 
three decades later, presented in this architectonic route itinerary 
registered by a lambe-lambe photographer (a street photographer 
acting in public squares, parks and gardens). Specialized in 
capturing ephemeral moments, traits, gestures, as in a chronicle 
of the daily life, his profession became an immaterial cultural 
heritage. In return, he has registered the characteristics of 
monuments, visiting many sites in only one day. The � rst edi� ce, 
the rectorate building, projected by UFMG (Federal University 
of Minas Gerais) Technical Office’s team in 1957, established a 
landmark of the University’s occupation in this area. Residential 
buildings, constituting a sort of superblock (residential areas built 
in Brasilia), should help populating the region. As this attempt 
failed, the � rst block, only partially built, currently houses the 

University’s Administrative Unit II. However, Pampulha’s university 
pole wouldn’t become an academic or bureaucratic cluster. Its 
stadium, projected in the 1960’s and built under a partnership 
with the State Government, would become what is today known 
as Mineirão: one of the greatest centers broadcasting the three-
time world champion soccer. These robust concrete structures 
were apparently marks of a new Brazilian modern architecture, 
called brutalist, for its crude and visceral appearance. This same 
large-scale solidity was the aspiration of the architects projecting 
the Usiminas Headquarters and the Mineirinho Gymnasium, in 
the early 1970’s. While Pampulha had started out as a desire 
for development in Niemeyer’s buildings, it now represented the 
memorability of the economic miracle.
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Opposing the conservative concept of 
the University City’s original plan, the 
Rectorate building was the � rst one in 
the UFMG Campus and its architecture 
follows Oscar Niemeyer’s innovative 
initiatives in Pampulha. There, many 
elements of the modernist architecture 
can be found: robust pillars alternating 
with rows of slim columns, a large and 
open pilotis supporting the main body 
of the edi� ce, and a rich geometric 
composition, in which blind masses cross 
glass blocks underlined by the façade’s 
colored surfaces.  In the entrance hall, the 
architecture ‘is made of emptiness’. The 
ambiance becomes cozy with the excess 
of space, the absence of obstacles, the 
abundance of light. The coating materials 
are precious and gain a protagonist status, 
the pillars rule the organization of space, 
the stairs � oat and present themselves as 
sculptures, and the artistic panels crown 
the experience of those who visit the 
main building in the University Campus. 

For those who come from Belo Horizonte’s downtown on Carlos Luz 
Avenue, the USIMINAS building stands out at one of Pampulha’s entrances 
for its vigorous architecture. Starting out as an office-park concept, the 
project brings a greater integration between the outdoors and the indoors, 
while the pavements’ independent plan allows more � exibility and � uidity 
to the space. The implantation of the building in the middle of a big garden 
underlines and softens its daring outline. The great smoked glass façade, 
framed by the solid concrete structure, emphasizes the idea of strength and 
solidity. In front of the edi� ce, the steel sculpture by Tomie Ohtake spreads 
out in space in an improbable stability and balances the emblematic 
density of the USIMINAS (Minas Gerais Steel Industry) headquarters. 

The building standing at the entrance of the Federal University of Minas Gerais 
(UFMG), next to Abrahão Caram Avenue’s gate, was originally idealized as a 
dormitory for students and teachers and followed the concept of a ‘communal, 
familiar and shared University’. Only � ve of the twelve projected pavements were 
actually built above the pilotis. The original purpose yielded to the administrative 
use and none of the fourteen housing units, present in the urban planning of 
the campus, was built. A great prism, supported by robust cylindrical pillars, 
constitutes the edi� ce’s rigorous geometry. Applied to the blind wall facing the 
avenue, Yara Tupynambá’s panel can be seen from a distance and calls the visitor’s 
attention, following the program that aimed at furnishing the University Pole with 
outdoor art works. However, on the long façades, a yellow grid covers the body 
of the construction, softening the toughness of its lines. In a game of vertical, 
horizontal, and inclined plans, this net protects the glass surface, endowing the 
building with a unique character, just like a mask that alters the face underneath it.
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Original purpose: soccer stadium 
Current purpose: soccer stadium
Construction: 1958-65
Architects: Eduardo Mendes Guimarães Jr. and Gaspar Garreto
Constructor: Gil César Moreira de Abreu
Structural project: Arthur Eugênio Jermann (coordination), Jorge Degow, José 
Barru� ni and Selem Hissa 
Filho Municipal Heritage Property Designation

Visiting hours: closed to the public until 2013 

Original purpose: Rectorate 
Building of the Federal 
University of Minas Gerais
Current purpose: Rectorate 
Building of the Federal 
University of Minas Gerais
Construction: 1957-62
Architects: Eduardo Mendes 
Guimarães Jr., with the 
cooperation of Gaspar 
Ferdinando Garreto and Ítalo 
Pezzuti
Constructors: Carlos Alberto 
Pinto, Abílio Pereira Veiga and 
Ferdinando Vargas Leitão de 
Almeida
Structural project: Selem Hissa 
and Julio las Casas
External structure: Sylvio de 
Vasconcellos
Indoor panel: Yara Tupynambá 
Municipal Heritage Property 
Designation

Original purpose: institutional
Current purpose: institutional                                    
Construction: 1972-80
Architects: Raphael Hardy Filho, Álvaro 
Hardy (Veveco) and Istvan Farkasvolgyi
Constructor: Santa Bárbara Engenharia
Structural project: Jorge Degow
Landscaping: Roberto Burle-Marx
Sculpture (square): Tomie Ohtake

Visiting hours: not open to the public

                                 

Mineirinho was opened in 1980 as one of the biggest multi-sport 
gymnasiums in the world. The building’s 144-meter-diameter is completely 
covered by vaulted segments that constitute its structure. Although it has 
been named after an important reporter in the history of Minas Gerais’s 

Original purpose: multi-sport gymnasium
Current purpose: multi-sport gymnasium
Construction: 1973-80
Architects: Francisco Abel Magalhães and Richard Lima
Constructor: non identi� ed 
Structural calculation: non identi� ed
Municipal Heritage Property Designation                        

Visiting hours: closed to the public until 2013 

Original purpose: institutional
Current purpose: institutional 
Construction 1957, ended in 1964
Architect: Eduardo Mendes Guimarães Jr.
Constructor: non identi� ed
Structural project: Selem Hissa Filho
High relief panel on façade: “O Trabalho” (“The work”), 
by Yara Tupynambá, with the cooperation of Olímpia 
Couto and Lúcia Marques
Municipal Heritage Property Designation

Visiting hours: free access to the outdoors
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Despite its gigantic proportions, the Mineirão stadium brings elegance 
within its architectural traits. The edi� ce gains mass through the combination 
of various structural members, held together by reinforced concrete. 
However, the design of these elements gives the building a cut through 
outline, and allows the observer’s eyes to glide freely. The solar incidence 
seems to multiply the 88 poles that support the pavements’ rings, making 
the structure even lighter, at the same time, emphasizing the resemblance 
that its shape bears to a crown. The edi� ce reinforces Pampulha’s 
collective trait and adds aesthetic value to its architectonic complex.  
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Visiting hours: free access on pilotis 

press, the gymnasium has always been called Mineirinho, in a reference 
to its neighbor Mineirão. Despite the completely different structures 
presented by the two buildings, the dialogue established between 
them allows the two concrete masses to be seen as an ensemble, not 
only for aesthetic reasons, but also because of the role they play as 
the main stages of sportive and collective events in Belo Horizonte..


